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INTRODUCTION

Lawrence Berkeley National Lab is developing a programming system to support HPC application development using the Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) model. This work consists of two major components: UPC++ (a C++ template library) and GASNet-EX (a portable, high-performance, global-address-space communication library).

1 UPC++

UPC++ [2, 3, 26] is a C++ library that supports Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) programming. An early predecessor of UPC++ was released in 2012 [28]. This poster presents a new incarnation of UPC++ with a very different design, which is tailored to meet the needs of exascale applications that require PGAS support. There are three main principles behind the redesign of UPC++. First, wherever possible, operations are asynchronous by default, to allow the overlap of computation and communication, and to encourage programmers to avoid global synchronization. Second, all data motion is explicit, to encourage programmers to consider the costs of communication. Third, UPC++ encourages the use of scalable data-structures, and avoids non-scalable library features. All of these principles are intended to provide a programming model that can scale efficiently to potentially millions of processors.

Like other PGAS models, UPC++ supports physically distributed global memory, which can be referenced via special global pointers. Using global pointers, processes can copy data between their local memory and remote global memory using one-sided Remote Memory Access (RMA) operations. Unlike pointer-to-shared in UPC [27], UPC++ global pointers cannot be directly dereferenced, as this would violate our principle of making all communication explicit. In addition to RMA, UPC++ also supports Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs), whereby the caller can induce a remote process to invoke a user function, including any arguments and generating an optional result for return to the sender.

All operations that involve communication are non-blocking and are managed through an API that includes futures and promises. A future is the interface through which the status of the operation can be queried and the results retrieved, so it represents the consumer side of a non-blocking operation. Each asynchronous operation has an associated promise object, which is created either explicitly by the user or implicitly by the runtime when the non-blocking operation is invoked. A promise represents the producer side of the operation, and it is through the promise that the results of the operation are supplied and its dependencies fulfilled. A user can pass a promise to a communication operation, which registers a dependency with the promise and subsequently fulfills the dependency when the operation completes. The same promise can be passed to multiple communication operations, so that a user can be notified when all such operations have completed.

Futures allow the construction of elaborate dependence-driven graphs of asynchronously executed operations. A user can chain a callback to a future via the .then() method, and the callback will be invoked on the values encapsulated by the future when they are available. The callback can be a function or a lambda, and it can initiate asynchronous operations of its own. The .then() method itself produces a new future, which can have further callbacks chained onto it. Multiple futures can be conjoined to produce a single future that represents readiness of all the input futures and their resulting values.

UPC++ has several other powerful features that can enhance programmer productivity and improve performance. For example, UPC++ supports remote atomic operations, which are particularly useful in managing distributed lock-free data structures. UPC++ also supports non-contiguous RMA transfers (vector, indexed and strided), enabling programmers to conveniently express more complex patterns of data movement.

The current version of UPC++ utilizes the GASNet-EX communication library [7] to deliver a low-overhead, high-performance runtime. We present the results for two application motifs that exemplify the benefits of UPC++, and more generally PGAS programming. The first motif is a distributed hash table, which relies on irregular, fine-grained communication, where latency is a limiting factor. The second motif is a direct linear solver for sparse symmetric matrices; it also benefits from the features of UPC++, such as RPCs and RMA.

Fig. 1 demonstrates a strong scaling experiment on NERSC Edison [23] comparing the symPACK solver written with UPC++ [4], against two state-of-the-art direct linear solvers for sparse symmetric matrices: MUMPS 5.1.2 [1] and PaSTiX 5.2.3 [17]. SymPACK makes aggressive use of the RPC and RMA capabilities of UPC++ to enable a pull-based scheduling strategy. Thus these results report the net result of replacing message passing (as implemented by MPI) with RPC and RMA (as implemented by UPC++). As can be seen, symPACK consistently displays lower execution times than the other solvers up to 768 cores (32 nodes), demonstrating the low overhead of UPC++ and the efficiency of the one-sided pull strategy it enables. The same trend is shown by strong scaling experiments conducted on the Extend-Add operation, a building block to multifrontal sparse solvers. A UPC++ implementation using RPCs is consistently faster than two MPI-based implementations on NERSC Cori [22].
2 GASNET-EX

GASNet-EX [7] is a lightweight communications middleware layer designed to support exascale clients, and is implemented over the native APIs of many networks, including all of those in use at the HPC centers of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Science [10]. It features one-sided communication via Remote Memory Access (RMA), remote procedure calls via Active Messages (AMs), remote atomic operations, and non-blocking collectives.

GASNet-EX is an evolution of GASNet-1 [6, 15] and includes a backwards-compatibility layer to enable incremental migration of current GASNet-1 client software. Compared to GASNet-1, GASNet-EX provides enhancements needed for modern asynchronous PGAS models including adjusted interfaces for improved scalability, reduced CPU and memory overheads, and improved many-core support [16]. GASNet-1 has many important clients, including: Stanford’s Legion programming system [5], Cray’s Chapel language [8], the OpenSHMEM reference implementation [25], the Omni Xcalibur Compiler [20], and many UPC [9, 18, 19] and CAF/Fortran08 [11, 12, 14] compilers. To this collection, GASNet-EX adds UPC++ [26], and use of GASNet-EX is being explored by the ParaSEC [24] and ExaBiome [13] projects. Some of these clients are informing the direction of GASNet-EX development: features critical to UPC++ are being co-designed, and the GASNet-EX design is influenced by input from the Stanford Legion and Cray Chapel teams, who are migrating from GASNet-1 to GASNet-EX.

Some API enhancements made in GASNet-EX include: endpoint naming using (team,rank) (for improved composability), “immediate mode” injection (to avoid stalls due to backpressure), explicit handling of local-completion (for improved buffer lifetime), “Negotiated-Payload” AM (to reduce buffer copying between layers), non-contiguous point-to-point RMA APIs, atomic operations in distributed memory (implemented using NIC offload where available), and non-blocking collectives. Future work enabled by GASNet-EX API changes include: multiple endpoints and segments (to improve multi-threading support and to support access to device memory), and offset-based addressing (for device memory support and improved support of symmetric-heap clients).

The listing below illustrates some of the changes in the API since GASNet-1 with the prototype for an RMA put. New types include gex_Event_t, which is a generalization of the GASNet-1 gasnet_handle_t; gex_TM_t, which denotes a team; gex_Rank_t, the index of a rank within the team; and gex_Addr_t, which enables virtual-address and offset-based addressing via the same interface. Also shown is the 1c_opt argument, which introduces explicit control over local completion, generalizing the bulk/non-bulk interfaces of GASNet-1. Adding a new parameter of type gex_Flags_t provides extensibility and control over various aspects of an operation (e.g., selecting optional behaviors such as offset-based addressing, or passing assertions about the argument values that can obviate the need for more expensive dynamic checking).

```c

gex_Event_t
gex_RMA_PutNB(gex_TM_t tm, gex_Rank_t rank,
gex_Addr_t dest_addr, void *src_addr,
size_t nbytes, gex_Event_t *lc_opt,
gex_Flags_t flags);
```

CONCLUSIONS

GASNet-EX leverages hardware support to portably and efficiently implement Active Messages and Remote Memory Access (RMA). UPC++ provides higher-level productivity abstractions appropriate for PGAS programming such as: one-sided communication (RMA), remote procedure call, locality-aware APIs for user-defined distributed objects, and robust support for asynchronous execution to hide latency. Both libraries are portable beyond HPC centers and support development on systems ranging from laptops to supercomputers. Together, these libraries enable agile, lightweight communication such as arises in irregular applications, libraries and frameworks running on exascale systems.
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